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1 Introduction 

a. What is identification? 

The creation of models is an essential part of man's intellectual capabilities. Through
out the past decades we have been witnessing a rapid recognition of "model building" 
techniques. This growth is related to: 

• requirements from practice, stimulated by the need for: =better understanding; 
=more significant information; =responc:Ung to (international) industrial compe
tition; =satisfying of quality-, productivity- and environmental demands (pull 
from practice); 

• capabilities created by the growth of theoretical insight as well as by the tem
pestuous development of mini- and micro computers (push from research and 
development). 

In this model building framework the identification plays a role of increasing impor
tance. But also as a part of measurement theory and - practice it ranks among the 
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important fundamentals and tools. Predom:.nantly our models will be of quantitative 
nature. 

Loosely defined, identification can be called the determination of a model of a pro
cess, based on the input- and -output signals of that process. Mostly such identification 
has to be done by using only a limited number of (noisy) experimental data (measure
ments). Also, generally, the intended use of the model plays a key role. 
When we refer to the object (plant, system) under study, we will use the word "pro
cess"; the notion "model" will be discussed later in more detail. 

The following definition given by Zadeh (1962), still holds: 
"Identification is the determination, on the basis of input and output, of a system ( = 
model) within a specified class of systems(= models), to which the system(= process) 
under test is equivalent" . 

In essence identification can be depicted as in fig. 1. 

___...~---? _ _.I : 
\-inputs 

process 

V 
measurements 

outputs, 

\ 
knowledge.....-about 
- structure/order 
- parameters 
- states 

a priori 
1snowledge J 

Fig. 1. The identification problem 

A practical engineering type of approach to the identification problem is given in Fig. 
2. (Eykhoff, 1974). 
The essence of this approach is that there is a combination of two roads that leads 
us from the process-under-study to the desired model, viz.: 

• an analysis by means of (physical) laws leading to an (approximate) idea about 
model structure and also, perhaps, to an approximate notion about essential 
parameters. The resulting knowledge is called "a priori" because it precedes 
the next, the estimation phase; 

• an analysis of the measurement data of input and output signals leading, in 
the most general case, to estimates of structural (order)-, process- and noise 
parameters. This knowledge is called "a posteriori", as it results from the 
estimation phase. 
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Fig. 2. An identification scheme 

Unfortunately the terminology used in the literature is not unique: Although they 
are not perfect, we will use the terms: 

• "identification" for both paths combined, 

• "modelling" for the upper path, 

• "estimation" for the lower path. 

Here a science/art duality becomes manifest. In "modelling" an extensive number 
of scientific tools (physical laws, mathematical theories) are available, but in many 
instances the way of applying such tools is determined by the skill/ art of the model
maker. This holds particularly for the balance between simplicity of the model and 
adequacy of the model for its intended use. For the "estimation" path many scientific 
tools are also available but, e.g., structural- or order estimation can still be recognized 
as a kind of art in many cases. 
Note that the "modelling" activities can be limited very much by accepting a "black 
box" approach, i.e. by choosing a. general model structure like impulse response func- -
tion. Whether this is advisable or not depends on the type of application and on the 
susceptibility of the process for modelling. 

b. What are the uses of identification? 
Certainly, there is no need to emphasize the essential role that is being played in 
science and engineering by the notion of "model". For various kinds of models cf., 
e.g., Eykhoff (1974). 
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In engineering and in non-technical situations models are being used for a wide variety 
of purposes. One distinction of such uses is related to the development of the process 
in time: 

• past behaviour, interpretation of the -

• present behaviour, monitoring of the -

• future behaviour, prediction of the -

Some examples in which the combination of models and the techniques under discussion 
play an important role are: 

• identification for determining quantities that are not directly measurable; di
agnosis (e.g. determination of heat-transfer coefficient in heat-exchangers; m 
biomedical applications such as estimating the size of myocardial infarction); 

• identification of processes for judging quality/reliability/efficiency in order to 
provide an adequate base for making decisions on overhaul, replacement, cleaning, 
etc. of {part of) the process; monitoring (e.g. the wear and tear of machines 
as related to the intensity of the operation of such machines, catalyst poisoning, 
ageing of materials, etc.); 

• identification of processes for predicting the future behaviour {e.g. weather 
forecasts); 

• identification of processes for designing optimal process control (i.e. for attaining 
some specific future behaviour by properly changing inputs). 

On the last aspect it must be observed that over the years the processes that have 
to be controlled, as well as their models, have become much more complex. From 
the point of view of efficient, economical and proper operation (e.g. restricted use of 
energy and raw materials, diminishing of pollution, as well as for meeting economic 
competition) the requirements that have to be met by process control have become 
more demanding. Consequently, information on the process itself becomes more and 
more a crucial asp~t when designing a control system. This requirement leads to an 
increasing number of applications of identification techniques in control engineering. 

For a proper understanding of the following discussion it is desirable to specify more 
clearly the terms "process" and "model". This can be done by distinguishing (Van den 
Boom, 1982): 

• a real (physical) process, most probably partially known, but certainly not 
fully known or even knowable (due to dimensionality and related limitations); 

• a theoretical model, that would be an optimal representation of the real process 
for the intended use one has in mind when tackling the identification task; 
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• an estimation model that should approach the theoretical model as closely as 
possible, given the theoretical and practical limitations imposed by our (a priori) 
knowledge, our experimental capabilities, etc. 

For the sake of simplicity, it is often assumed that the theoretical model is contained 
in the set of estimation models; then it can be determined/approached by a proper 
choice of "order" and by estimation of the parameter values. If there is no danger of 
confusion the distinction "theoretical" and "estimation" model will not explicitly be 
used. 

2 Identification Protocol 

The ultimate motives behind the identification lie in its applications. The essential 
elements of the identification protocol are given in Fig. 3 (Eykhoff, 1984). Due to the 
space limitations only a few remarks on this scheme have to suffice. 

(Engineering) insight. 
At the outset it is essential that the "model builder" /"identifier" /"experimenter" has 
an open mind for the real a priori knowledge as well as for the tacit assumptions that 
are embedded in his or her task. The first decision that requires careful consideration 
is the choice of the demarcations of the process under study: 

• What is considered part of the process, what is non-process or "environment"? 

• What are (measurable) inputs, what has to be recognized as disturbances? 

Clearly in real engineering situations such decisions require a knowledge/insight/intuition 
that, as yet, defies complete scientific argumentation. 

(Physical) laws/modelling. The "a priori" knowledge, associated with the mod
elling, depends on the "artful" combination of techniques from many fields. Judicious 
simplifications such as linearizing, lumping/reducing play an important role. 
An indication of the complexity of model-characterization is given by the following list 
of adjectives that, together with their obvious counterparts, do express some of the "a 
priori" knowledge or assumptions: 

static; time-continuous (non-sampled); time-invariant; linear dynamics; 
linear-in-the-parameters; single-input single-output (SISO); lumped 
parameters; deterministic; single layer; causal; one-dimensional; non-fuzzy; ... 

The choice from these adjectives and their counterparts implies already a sizable (as
sumed) a priori knowledge. 
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Aims and circumstances. Of course the goals of the identification procedure as 
indicated before are of paramount importance. To a high degree they determine the 
answers to essential questions: 

• For the particular type of application in mind, what kind of model would be 
adequate (explanatory model; representation model; prediction model)? 

• Next to process dynamics, should the disturbances also be characterized? 

• What complexity of the model (e.g. number of parameters) would be adequate? 

• Are there closed loops to be considered, either directly recognizable or perhaps 
hidden, e.g. by human intervention in the process? 

• Can test signals be applied to the process? If so, what would be an optimal 
choice? 

Experiment design. Input signal design has been recognized as a useful tool for the 
improvement of the accuracy of parameter estimates. In the literature, a number of 
aspects of input signal design for system identification has been discussed for various 
classes of models. Overviews, also including some other aspects such as feasibility of 
the design methods, computation aspects, etc. can be found in Van den Bos (1974), 
survey papers of Mehra (1974, 1981), Gustavsson et al. (1972), Goodwin (1982), as 
well as in the books/papers by Goodwin and Payne (1977), Zarrop (19-79), Soderstrom 
and Stoica (1983), Krolikowski and Eykhoff (1985). 
An interesting challenge is the use of adaptive techniques for the generation of test 
signals; in this way the input signal can be created such that, within the constraints 
imposed on those signals, the information/ estimation efficiency will be optimal. 

The estimation method (Least Squares, Instrumental Variable, Markov, Maximum 
Likelihood, Bayes, •.. ) has to be chosen according to the a priori knowledge available; 
cf. section 4. 

The validation of the model found has several phases: 

• auto validation/check of residuals, i.e. to test whether a.11 information that is 
contained in the process input/output data has been "explained" by the model; 

• cross-validation, i.e. the test whether the model (prediction) performance is 
adequate for an independent set of measured input/output data; 

• consistency check, i.e. the test whether the model corresponds to the engineering 
insight that is available on the process. 

Consequently, for practical applications of identification techniques a wide variety of 
"artn and "science" aspects play a crucial role. 
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3 Model Representations 

In spite of advances in theory, capabilities and actual application of identification, 
one has to recognize that the major efforts and results have been for single-input 
single-output (SISO) processes. The case of multi-input multi-output {MThf O) 
processes has received much attention, but has not yet developed to the point where 
one may call it "coming of age". Among the reasons for this unfortunate situation are 
the following: 

• the greatly increased complexity of MIMO-process-dynamics models compared 
to SISO situations; 

• the additional complexity of model structure determination, viz. the estimation 
of structural para.meters; 

• the greatly increased complexity of MIMO-noise-dynamics models compared to 
SISO situations; 

• the computer power/price ratio (speed, memory, capacity, word length) in the 
past; 

• the limited availability of numerically reliable, well-tested software for such tasks. 

In trying to establish a model for a particular process the most essential question is: 
what use will be made of that model? From this central question a number of other 
ones a.rise: 

• can a priori knowledge be accommodated in the model in an acceptable way? 

• what is of primary importance: -parameter accuracy, -output reconstruction; 
-output prediction? 

• what is the minimal complexity of process- and noise model for the application 
at hand, viz. what is the minima.I number of parameters that may acca.ptably 
specify the model? 

Not only the application, but also the estimation method chosen, has an impact on 
the choice of the type of model, e.g.: 

• the properties of the error function (global and local minima?; uniqueness for the 
parameters to be estimated?); 

• the unbiasedness of the estimator; 

• the tra.nsformability of the model to other model(s); 

• the error propagation under transformation of the model; 

• computation time needed; 
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• numerical accuracy /stability. 

The discussion will be restricted to linear, time-discrete, time-invariant models. The 
model representations that we will consider are the following: 

Represent& tion I/O or structural 
characteristics 

- Transfer function model input-output 
- Difference equation - input-output 
- Impulse response - input-output 
- State space - structural 

For each representation the SISO and MIMO case will be given in order to show their 
relations, as well as the increased complexity arising from the multiva.riable situation. 
In section 3.5 comparisons will be made with respect to number of parameters, linearity
in-the-parameters, etc. Also the transformations between these representations are 
indicated. In the following q represents the shift operator in the time domain and 
y( k) and u( k) are vectors with length q and p, the number of outputs and inputs, 
respectively : q y( k) = y( k + 1) and 

3.1 Transfer function models 

Notation: 

SISO MIMO 

time domain : 

y(k) = H(q) u(k) y(k) = K(q) u(k) 

frequency (z-)domain: 

Y(z) = H(z) U(z) 

H(z) = boz" +b1z"-
1 + · · · + bn 

z" + aizn-l +···+an 
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• 

Characteristics: 

• simple physical interpretation; 

• complete description of dynamic behaviour if the initial conditions are zero; 

• SISO: order= degree of denominator polynomial of H(z); 

• MIMO: order notion quite complex; 

• large number of parameters; 

• output not-linear-in-the-parameters; 

• unique description of a process, provided there are no pole/zero cancellations. 

3.2 Difference equation models 

Notation: 

SISO MIMO 

time domain : 

A(q) y(k) = B(q) u(k) A(q) y(k) = B(q) u(k) 

frequency (z-)domain: 

A(z) Y(z) = B(z) U(z) 

A, B are polynomials 
ARMA (auto-regressive 
moving average) description 

A(z) Y(z) = B(z) U(z) 

A, B are polynomial matrices 
K(z) = A-1(z) B(z) 
left matrix description 
A(z) q x q matrix 
B(z) q x p matrix 

Matrices can be written as a series: 
(/ 

A(z) = L Ai· z"-i 
i=O 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) .~ 

g = "order" of the auto-regressive part, i.e. the number of the last matrix in the series 
that does not contain zeros only. 

I. 

B(z) = L Bi· zl.-i 
i=O 

l = "order" of the moving average part 
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Characteristics: 

• representation not unique: K(z) = {M(z) A(z)}-1 M(z) B(z); there is an infinite 
number of matrices M(z) ; 

• degrees of determinants can be chosen minimal; 

• if there are no common matrices like M(z) which lower the degree: non-reducable 
ARMA representation; 

• not yet unique; still unimodular matrices M(z); 

• linear-in-the-parameters. 

3.3 Impulse response models 

Notation: 

SISO MIMO 

time domain : 

00 00 

y(k) = E h(j) u(k - i) y(k) = E M(j) u(k -.j) 
j=O 

frequency (z-)domain: 
00 

H(z) = E h(j) z-; 
j=O 

Characteristics: 

• unique representation; 

• linear-in-the-parameters 

a number of parameters is infinite. 

00 

K(z) = E M(j) z-; 
j=O 

M(j) Markov parameters 
q x p sequences of impulse 

responses 

(9) 

{10) 

However, if we consider a simple first order SISO process, then we know that one may 
write: 

h(k) = ah(k -1) (11) 

This implies that three parameters are sufficient to give the full characterization , viz. 
h(O), h{l) and a. In case of a strictly "proper" process {h{O) = 0) even two parameters 
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are sufficient. This notion can be extended to MIMO processes. In general it can be 
stated that for a finite dimensional process the following holds: 

• 
M ( s + j) = L: a( i) M (s + j - i) 

i=l 

. > 1 J_ (12) 

(Minimal polynomial). This means that the impulse response of such a finite di
mensional process is completely determined by M(O), {a(i),M(i)h=1,.; there exists a 
value of s such that the first s Markov parameters are independent and such that all 
following para.meters can be derived from this initial series. 

The three representations discussed so far provide a direct relation between input- and 
output variables. The next model gives this relation through an intermediate step, by 
way of the state space. 

3.4 State space models 

Notation: 

x( k + 1) - A x( k) + B u( k) 

y(k) - C x(k) + D u(k) (13) 

Now A, B, C,D are matrices with scalar elements of the sizes A[nxn], B[nxp], C[qxn], 
D[q x p]. n is the order of the process, i.e. the dimension of the state space. Besides 
information on the input/output behaviour, this representation also provides insight 
into the structure of the process. · 
The set of matrices [A, B, C, DJ, is called a realization. This is not a unique rep
resentation. If [A, B, C, DJ is the realization of a particular process, then for each 
non-singular matrix T of the proper dimensions the realization [T-1 AT, T-1 B, CT, DJ 
results in the same input/-output behaviour. 
A realization describing the input/output behaviour with a state space of the smallest 
dimension is called a minimal realization. Such a realization is completely control
lable and observable. 

The relation between the state space- and the impulse response model can be shown 
in a simple way by combining both equations of the first representation: 

le 

y(k) = L CA;-l B u(k - j) + D u(k) + CA1cx(O) 

from which follows: 

;=1 

{ 

CA1c-1 B 
M(k)= 

D 

(14) 

(15) 

We note that the state space model also takes into account the initial conditions of the 
process, x(O), contrary to the previous models. 

Also the transfer matrix can simply be found from the state space description through 
the relation: 

K(z) = C(zl - A)-1 B + D (16) 
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3.5 Model transformations; comparison of representations 

Relations between the models discussed a.re schematically given in Fig. 4. 

llolovicit 

Stace space 
80del 

~(bi )•A!,Clt)•~(k) 

.z.<t>~<t> 

Fig. 4. Relations between models 

The relations indicated with a double arrow are, generally speaking, quite simple. The 
relations indicated with a single arrow are more complex and will not be explained. 

For some time there has been a discussion on the question whether ARMA representa
tions are suitable for MIMO processes. Recently in literature they are receiving more 
attention. Here the non-uniqueness plays a role. The complex theory of polynomial 
matrices was an obstacle for the use of such models. Considering the simpler relations, 
the state space and the impulse response model play a central role. A disadvantage of 
the impulse response model is the infinite number of parameters (this can be reduced, 
but then the linearity-in-the-parameters is lost). That (large) number of parameters 
is in contrast to the state space model. 

Non-uniqueness of a model manifests itself through too large a number of parameters. 
The reverse need not be true; a model with a large number of parameters can be a 
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unique representation (e.g. an impulse response model), in which then dependence 
exists between the various parameters. 
In recent years the non-uniqueness of the state space model has been studied intensively, 
and such studies have led to the use of unique (canonical) forms. In all these forms 
special structures are imposed on the realizations [A, B, C, D] in such a way that, 
within a structure, each system has a unique representation. 

We can compare the number of parameters of the various models (fully parametrized): 

Table 1. Number of parameters in various models 

( :z:) 
Representation: SISO 

model example model 
Transfer function/ 2n+ 1 7 pq(2s + 1) 
-matrix model 
Difference equation/ 2n+l 7 q2g + pq(l + 1) 
-matrix model (ARMA) 
Impulse response/Markov model oo•> 00 oo•> 
- minimal polynomial model 2n+ 1 7 (pq+l)(s+l)-1 
State space model n(n + 2) + 1 16 n( n + p + q) + pq 
Canonical state space 2n+l 7 n(p+ q) + pq 

g and i have been defined in (7) and (8). 

•)In principle the number of parameters of the impulse response is infinite. 
Using the dependence as given by eq. (12) yet a finite number of parameters 
can be given. 

(z) Example: p = 3 (inputs); q = 2 (outputs); n = s = l = g = 3. 

{:z:) 
MIMO 

example 
42 

36 

00 

27 
30 
21 

In the SISO situation the number of parameters is slightly dependent on the model 
chosen. In the MIMO situation those differences are much bigger, as can be seen from 
the Table. 

In the following Table three important properties of the models are compared: the 
number of parameters, the linearity-in-the-parameters of the output, and the unique
ness of the representation. The unbiasedness will be discussed in Section 4. 
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Table 2. Properties of the various models 

number of Output linear-in- Unbiased if 

parameters the-parameters additive noise 

Representation: Uniqueness present 

Transfer function/ - - + + 
-matrix model 
Difference equation/ - +/- - -
-matrix model (ARMA) 
Impulse response/Markov - + + + 
-minimal polynomial + - + + 
State space - - - + 
Canonical state space + - + + 

As can be seen, there is no model that can be denoted as being the "best". The 
impulse response model has two attractive properties but has, for estimation purposes, 
an infinite number of parameters which, of course, is not practical. For identification 
purposes frequently ARMA models are being used; a transformation to a state model 
then provides a compact representation. 

3.6 Noise models 

So far only deterministic models have been discussed. In each of those models stochastic 
influences can be introduced. Coloured noise can always be assumed to have been 
formed from white noise by filtering. Such noise filters can be modelled by way of the 
models discussed in the previous paragraphs for process dynamics; see also Jakeman 
and Young (1981). 

3. 7 N onlinear models 

Unfortunately the huge class of nonlinear models still defies a coherent discussion. 
Progress is being made on particular approaches, e.g.: 

• model with a simple nonlinearity and dynamics, e.g. Hammerstein model (see 
e.g. Stoica and SOderstrom, 1982), Wiener model; 

• Volterra models; 

• models with essential nonlinearities according to catastrophe theory; see e.g. 
Arnold, 1984; 

• models built according to Ivakhnenko's Group Method of Data Handling (GMDH); 
see: lvakhnenko (1970), Farlow (1984). 

For an extensive survey of models, cf. Vanecek (1981 ). 
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4 Estimation Methods 

4el A priori knowledge 

The "modelling" path (fig. 2 upper part) is very much dependent on the type of process 
under consideration (which might. be as diverse as a cat cracker, an electric power 
generating unit, a human aorta, some econometric relations, etc.). The laws/relations 
used are quite specific to such processes. Consequently, this part of the identification 
procedure does not lend itself to a coherent presentation, embracing that wide spectrum 
of (potential) applications. 
For the "estimation" path a first step towards order has to be sought in the recognition 
of the a priori knowledge, available in particular identification/parameter estimation 
situations. 
For explaining this aspect we look a.t the simplest, non-trivial example of an estima
tion task as given in fig. 5. The task is to estimate the unknown parameter 8 from 
measurement of "input" quantities u and "output" quantities y. If there were no noise 
(disturbances) n, and no measurement errors, then the assignment would be trivial 
and from one pair of measurements the unknown parameter ca.n be determined as y/u. 

Fig. 5. Possible a priori knowledge 

If stochastic measurement errors or other disturbances are present, then the "mea
surement" will become a.n "estimation", subject to uncertainties due to the stochastic 
aspects. One example, viz. additive disturbances, is given in fig. 5. Also schematically 
indicated are possible types of a priori knowledge about those stochastic aspects. 
This is indicated in Table 3, where: 

• N is the covariance matrix of the disturbances/noise n 

• p( n) indicates the probability density function of these disturbances 

• q(~) indicates the a priori probability function of the parameters 0 to be esti
mated 

• C(~, 0) represents the cost function related to the estimated and the true value 
~viz. 0. 



Table 3. A priori knowledge ·versus estimation schemes applicable 

estimation techniques a priori knowledge 
p(n) q(~) C(~,fl) 

N shape 
least squares (LS) - - - -
Markov (general. LS) + - - -
Maximum Likelihood + + - -
Bayes + + + -
minimum risk/ costs + + + + 

Bas~ on the a priori knowledge that is available and on the preparedness to actually 
use that knowledge, one has to choose from the methods indicated. Note that this 
choice implies an associated computational effort, which increases from top to bottom 
in Table 3. Note that knowledge of the disturbances/noise plays an important role. 
This is true to the extent that, in particular cases, not only the process parameters but 
also the noise parameters are estimated. This knowledge is often wanted, e.g. for the 
design of optimal control schemes. Bayes estimation is not discussed in these notes; 
the reader is referred to Peterka. (1981) for this subject. 

Least squares estimation (LSE). 
Again we use the simplest, non-trivial "process" as discussed before. 

Fig. 6. An estimation scheme 

Conceptually the estimation "scheme" can be represented in terms of model, parallel to 
the process to be estimated, as depicted in fig. 6. The "model" has the same structure 
as the "process"; as no a priori knowledge is assumed about the disturbances n, (d. 
table 3) that part of the process cannot be modelled. 

We assume samples of input u and output y to be measured. Hence: 

process behaviour : 

model behaviour: 

error definition: 

with i = 1,· ··,k. 
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y( i) = e u( i) + n( i) 

w(i) = 8u(i) 

e(i) = y(i) - w(i) 

(17) 



Also the error criterion has to be d~fined. A popular and convenient choice is: to 
minimize ,, " 

E = L e2(i) = L {y(i) - 8u(i)}2 (18) 
i=l i=l 

.1 t 
}19 - - - - - 1..-- ....... 

f...., t 1 
, 1' i I 

Fig. 7. Graphical interpretation of the error. 

This corresponds to fig. 7, where the assignment is to choose 8 such that the sum of 
the squared errors will have a minimal value. A necessary condition for minimization 
is: 

aEI -o 
88 •=i -

where 0 is the optimal value of the unk~own parameter to be estimated. 

This minimization results in: 
,, 
L [{y( i) - B u(i)} u( i)] = 0 

1 

(19) 

(20) 

This is called the orthogonality condition. It indicates that for the optimal value 
8 the error is not (linearly) related to the input, i.e. in the error sequence e( i) there 
is no contribution due to the input sequence u( i) (or in geometrical terms: the error 
sequence e( i) is orthogonal to the input sequence u( i)). 
Rewriting eq. (20), the estimator can be written explicitly: 

(21) 

which can be recognized as the approximation of a cross-correlation divided by an 
auto-correlation-expression. Note that "estimator" indicates the algorithm; "estimate" 
refers to the numerical value as an outcome of that algorithm. 

Note that in this example all observations u(i), y(i) ···u(k), y(k) have to be available 
before the numerical value of 8 can be determined. This type of estimation carries a 
variety of names, e.g.: 
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explicit; one-shot; batch; off-line. 

This estimator can easily be brought into a recursive form, ha~ing the same statistical 
properties as the "one-shot" estimator indicated by eq. (21). Such estimation methods 
arc named: 

implicit; sequential; recursive; on-line. 

The following example shows how such a recursive procedure can be derived from eq. 
(20): 

k + 1 observations [L:k+i u2 ( i)] B( k + 1) - L:'"+i u( i) y( i) 

- L:" u(i) y(i) k observations [L:k u2(i)] B(k) 
(22) 

By rearranging the terms of eq. (22) we obtain: 

k+l 

k 

or 

Ek u(i)y(i) 

- y:k+i tt(i)g(if 

- Ek u( i)y( i) ~ 

[Ek+l u2(i)]{B(k + 1) - B(k)} - u(k + l){y(k + 1) 

e(k+l) 

+ u(k + l)y(k + 1) 

+ u2(k + 1)8(k) 

~(k + 1) B(k)} 
(23) 

A A u(k+l) A 

8(k + 1) = 8(k) + E~{ u2(i) {y(k + 1) - u(k + 1)8(k)} {24) 

By these manipulations we have succeeded in expressing the "new" estimator 0( k + 1) 
in terms of the "old" one B( k) and a correction term that is based on the "new" 
observations u(k + 1), y(k + 1) at time k + 1. 

itJJ f 11'N , 

C•,.~•411,·11 

~.,. .,., 1r11 

Fig. 8. Recursive estimator schemes 

It is worthwhile considering each of the terms and their impacts on the estimator (e.g. 
the effect of u(k+l) = 0 or u(k+l)--+- oo ). Schematically the estimator of eq. (24) can 
be represented as fig. 8, where now "a priori" refers to the knowledge available before 
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the new measurements, and "a posteriori" indicates the knowledge after incorporating 
these new observations. 

For such simple cases the (statistical) properties of the estimates can be derived quite 
easily: 

8 = [2: u2 ( i)]-1 2: u( i) y( i) 

i 
y(i) = 0u(i) + n(i) 

So the expectation E[B] is: 

E[B] = 0 + E [CE u
2r 1 2: un] = 0 

if u and n are not correlated, then the stimate is unbiased. 
The variance of 8 can be found from: 

For a simple case: again E[u( i) n(j)] = 0 and 

n white noise, E[n] = 0 E[n2
] = u! 

u white noise, E[u] = 0 E[u2
] = u! 

this results in 
2 

A O' O'n 
var[8] = k n 2 or u, = fi: 

u,, v ku,, 

So the "quality" of the estimate (its standard derivation) improves in accordance with 
the square root of the number of observations used for the estimate. This phenomenon 
is quite universal for such types of estimators. 

If the probability density of n is Gaussian, then the probability density of 8 is Gaussian 
too. Consequently, through E[B] and var[B] this density is completely specified. 

Now we look at more realistic examples. Analogous to eq. (1) an error vector e(k) 
can also be defined. Then the error function to be minimized can be chosen as: 

N 

V = :E eT(k) e(k) 
k=l 

Denoting u( k) as the input vector, y( k) as the process output vector and y( k) as the 
model output vector, the error vector can be chosen according to the various models. 
in Table 4: 
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Table 4. Some error vectors for various models 

Representation 
-Transfer matrix model 

-Difference equation 
model (ARMA) 

-Impulse response 
(Markov Parameters) 

-State space model 

Error vector 
e(k) = y(k) - K(q) u(k) 
with: K(q) = A-1(q) B(q) 

e(k) = -A(q) y(k) + B(q)u(k) 

e(k) = y(k) - y(k) 
with: y(k) = Cx(k) + Du(k) 

x{k + 1) = Ax(k) + Bu(k) 
or: y(k) = Cq-1{Ax(k) + Bu(k)} + D u(k) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

From these expressions it is clear which cases can be considered to be linear-in-the
parameters, i.e. can be written as: 

e(k) = y(k) - nn. (29) 

with n = matrix of observations and ~ = vector of parameters. For such linearity the 
explicit analytical expression for the estimator f follows from the requirement that the 
first derivative with respect to f for the estimated values l has to be zero, i.e. 

or 
l= [EnTnr1 [EnTy(k)J (31) 

• • 
provided that the inverse matrix exists; cf. eq. (21). Just in passing we note again that 
this estimator can be easily brought into a recursive form, in which the new estimate 
is derived from the old one, updated/corrected on the basis of new observations. 
For non-linearity-in-the-parameters the error has to be written as: 

e(k) = y(k)-y(k,O,f) (32) 
Proceaa .-·------·--··---· ------··-·--, , I• , 

: t - : 
: - I 

' 
, ___ _ 
I 

! 

Fig. 9. Gradient determination 
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The situa:tion is more complex now as F = 8e/8!!.. is not simply n, but has to be 
determined at each (intermediate) value of !!.., and a hill-climbing (or rather valley
descending) algorithm has to be used; cf. fig. 9. 

So far the influence of noise has not been discussed. If y contains additive noise which 
is independent of u, then its influence on the bias of the estimates also has to be 
considered. 

Table 2 also indicates the (un)biasedness of the estimator in cases of additive noise. 

Note that some authors also implement the transfer matrix and the state space model in 
terms of equation error, in order to attain linearity-in-the-parameters, and consequently 
come to different results with respect to biasedness. Again no simple "best" choice can 
be given. 

4.2 Pseudo-linear regression (PLR) 

Due to the (mostly) small number of parameters, the ARMA models have become 
quite popular for the SISO-case. Their disadvantage with respect to biased estimators 
is being counteracted by either one, or a combination, of some of the following three 
methods (Van den Boom, 1982; Van den Boom and Eykho:ff, 1984): 
a. signal prefiltering 
b. model extension 
c. instrumental variable 

In short, these methods are based on the following ideas. 

ARMAmodelfor (l+A(z-1 )]y(k) = [bo+B(z-1 )] u(k) +e(k) 
process dynamics 

ARMA model for [1 + D(z-1)]e(k) = (1 + C(z-1 )] 

additive noise 
e(k) 
e(k) white 

N.B. - note the change of interpretation of A, B compared to eq. (6). 

ad a. Signal prefiltering: a combination of eq. (33) and (34) can be written as: 

(1 + A] y( k) = [bo + B] u( k) + f :!~~ 

l I 
y(k) u(k) 

eCk) 

I 
1 eCk) 
white 

l!±.Ql x µ+c] 

signal prefllter 

(33) 

(34) 

By operating on the signals u and y with the noise-whitening filter as indicated, the 
residuals become white and the estimator unbiased. If the noise characteristics are 
not known, then in a bootstrap fashion the process parameter- and noise parameter 
estimates are improved alternately. 
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ad b. Model extension: a combination of eq. (33) and (34) can be written as: 

y(k) = -Ay(k) + [bo + B] u(k) - [D]e(k) + [C] e(k) + e(k) (36) 

model extension 

This can be noted a.s: 
y = O(y, u, e, e)~ + e (37) 

Again the residual has become white and the estimator will be unbiased. As the 
variables e and e are not measurable, they have to be estimated, using estimates of 
the parameters. In a bootstrap fashion parameter- and e, e-estimates are improved 
alternately. 

ad c. Instrumental variable: a combination of eq. (33) and (34) can be written as: 

y(k) = -[A)y(k) +[bo + B]u(k) 

I I 

If z(k) fulfils the following conditions 

+f~!~l e(k) 

I I x z(k) 
instrumental variable 

(38) 

E[u(k) z(k)) "I= o and E[e(k) z(k)] = O 

then the resulting parameter estimator 

(39) 

is unbiased; cf. SOO.erstrom and Stoica (1981). 

In principle these techniques can be used for the MIMO-ca.se as well. The feasibility 
and the quality of the estimates are strongly related to: 

• the a priori knowledge available, e.g. the knowledge of the order of the process -
and the noise dynamics; 

• the complexity of the process dynamics; 

• the complexity of the noise dynamics; are the noise contributions at the various 
outputs statistically related or not? 

e the "quality" of the input signals; are they "persistently exciting" and sufficiently 
"independent" of each other? 

The problems that arise in the SISO-ca.se in estimating the unknown order (structure) 
appear even more pronounced in the MIMO-ca.se. 
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4.3 Maximum Likelihood estimation (M::LE). 

This type of estimator is also very popular, due to its inte1esting properties. The basic 
ideas can be indicated in the following way. 

__jt_ 
)u·•~ *'' • "' _,. r-------,a. 

I 1t(jj I 

"'"' ; -" r-~ : y(lj 

~ L--------' 
Fig. 10. Process representation 

Fig. 10 again shows the simplest, non-trivial "process". According to Table 3 some 
characteristics of n( k) have to be known beforehand. We assume that Pn has a Gaussian 
(normal) probability distribution. Using this information and the measurement of u( k) 
we have the a priori knowledge sketched in fig. 11. 

11/.1) 

Fig. 11. A priori knowledge for the MLE 

Fig. 12. A posteriori knowledge of the MLE 
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Now the measurement of the value y(k) will give us the curve L(y(k); 8) as indicated 
in fig. 12, which is called the likelihood function of the unknown parameter 8. A 
natural choice for the most likely estimate 8 is that value for which Lhasa maximum. 
Again, for a good understanding, it is advisable to consider this scheme in more detail, 
e.g. the interpretation in the case of u(k) = 0 and for u(k)-+ oo. 

Summarizing: MLE is based on the probability density function of the observations, 
say n, given the parameter vector !l: 

(40) 

After measuring the observations, say n,, then by substituting those actual samples 
in eq. ( 40) and by considering !l as a variable, this expression is called a likelihood 
function: 

(41) 

Now this functional relation can be used to find those values ~ = l for which the 
likelihood of the occurrence of that particular nt is a maximum. 

Within this estimation scheme the model can be chosen in many different ways, and 
for each model a likelihood function can be found, provided the probability function of 
the additive stochastic (noise) influence is known. Mostly it is not known but assumed 
to be Gaussian. 
In many cases the expression for the (log)likelihood function is such that the maxi
mization cannot be done through an explicit algebraic expression and has to be done 
by way of a hill-climbing optimization algorithm. This implies that such estimation 
procedures can suffer from a number of associated problems such as: -the possible 
existence of local maxima; - computational complexity; -long computation time for the 
estimation of sizable parameter vectors; - numerical instability; etc. Also in this area 
much research is still going on and more experience is needed. 

The statistical properties of MLE, however, are very interesting: 

• consistent 

• asymptotically unbiased, i.e. 

lim E[B - 0) = o 
..... 00 

• asymptotically normally distributed, i.e. 
for k -+ oo is 8 normally distributed 

• asymptotically minimum variance, i.e. 

fork-+ oo mjn E[(B - 0)2
] 

' 
If a minimum variance estimator exists, then it is given by the MLE and therefore 

• efficient ( cf. Kendall and Stuart, 1967). 
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4.4 The element of choice 

The problem of choosing an estimation method can be illustrated as follows for the 
IV and the ML method. Summarizing the main characteristics of these methods the 
following favourable ( +) and comparatively unfavourable (-) properties can be men
tioned. 
IV: 
+ rather simple estimation principle 
+ rather simple implementation 
+ no assumptions needed on the character of the disturbances 

optimality criterion is not clear 

ML: 
+ excellent statistical properties, certainly in asymptotical sense 
+ well-defined optimality criterion 

complex and time-consuming minimization procedure 
very specific assumptions have to be made on the disturbances 
(mostly: white Gaussian noise). 

The weighting of these properties has to be done, keeping in mind the (almost) certainty 
that, for practical applications, the process will not be in the chosen model set. 

5 Practical aspects 

Estimation in a closed loop. It is well-known that special problems may occur if the 
identification of a process has to be done under specific physical conditions, e.g. that 
the process is part of a closed loop; cf. Gustavsson et al. (1981). This is schematically 
indicated in fig. 13. 

.-----------·-------: 

c 

.. ' 
Fig. 13. Estimation in a closed loop 

Here G is the transfer function to be identified 
C is the transfer function of the controller 
r - input, setpoint changes 
a - (measurable) secondary input 
m - (non-measurable) disturbance 
n' - output noise or sensor noise 
n = n' + Gm - equivalent output noise. 
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Consequently 

or: 

y = G(s - Cy + Cr) + n-+ y{l + CG) = GCr + Gs + n 

u = C(r - n- Gu)+ s-+ u{l + CG) =Or+ s - Cn 

y GCr + Gs +n -=------
u Cr + s - Cn 

Now we recognize the following cases: 

r 8 n y/u = 
0 0 0 no identification possible 
r 0 0 G 
0 8 0 G true transfer function 
r 8 0 G 
0 0 n -1 / C inverse of controller 
r 8 n G + JJ!i.G :·-c 

It is clear that ( Cr + s )/n acts as a signal-to-noise ratio; for acceptable identification 
results this should be quite high. Apparently in such a case the "natural" disturbances 
m, n' and n are not suited as 'test-signals' for the determination of the process dynamics 
G; some measurable (seconda.ry) input signal or test-signals are needed. For good 
estimation results these have to be persistently exciting. The problem of choosing the 
'best' test-signal under specific circumstances is a problem that has .attracted much 
attention; d. Section 2. 

The amount of information, potentially available. It is clear that in a particular 
identification situation under specific circumstances only a limited amount of infor
mation can be derived over a limited interval of time (observation interval). Among 
such circumstances is the requirement again that the "input signals" carry sufficient 
information (persistently exciting). From the very beginning of the identification task, 
one has to keep this in mind. 
Several aspects may play an essential role: 

• H the process may not or cannot (safely) be disturbed then the 'natural' signals 
have to suffice, or else the estimation task is not feasible. 

• H the process may be disturbed by test-signals then the construction of the 
'optimum' signal is an important problem. Strictly speaking for such construction 
one needs information of the process dynamics to be identified. 

• If the process is operating in a closed loop, then disturbance signals are circulating 
in this loop. Thus if one wants to estimate the process dynamics, one has to cope 
with the correlation between the process input signal and the disturbances. This 
may lead to biased estimates, unless specific techniques are used. Estimating the 
dynamics of the overal feedback configuration and calculating back the process 
dynamics by using the known controller characteristics, may lead to errors due 
to parameter sensitivity issues. 
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• It was indicated before that some definite (test) signals are needed for estimation 
in a closed loop. Here we meet the conflicting goals of regulation (to keep the 
process as quiet as possible) and identification (to have a sufficient amount of 
changes to base the estimation on). The optimum and feasible solution for this 
'dual control' problem (Fel'dbaum, 1960, 1961) is still an important challenge. 

For obtaining a measure of the information that can be obtained in a particular es
timation situation the Fisher information matrix and the Cramer-Rao bound can be 
used. 
These topics, as well as the relations of estimation with information theory, could be 
the central theme of a fully-fledged presentation; d. Ponomarenko (1981 ). 

6 Identification Tools 

From the foregoing discussions a few provisional conclusions can be derived: 

• In practical situations the identification is still a mixture of 'art' and 'science'. 
Consequently, it would be very useful to have means available that permit simple 
simulation and verification of assumptions. 

• Experimental data have to be inspected and corrected (scaling, outliers, DC 
offset, trends) before the estimation step is done. Consequently, means for per
forming such inspection are needed, 

• Many parameter estimation techniques have been presented and advocated. Con
sequently, a simple way of comparing the performance of these various techniques 
in particular situations would be very useful. 

• The same holds for order estimation techniques. 

• For many estimation schemes of practical interest, only the asymptotic proper
ties can be derived theoretically. In practice only limited and even short data 
sequences are available. Consequently, simple means for studying the properties 
of finite sequences are of great importance. 

These conclusions clearly point to the need for computer program packages that are 
user-friendly and simple to apply on simulated and experimental data. By interactive 
techniques, where the computer asks questions and the user answers them, the means 
(tools) provided really can be simple to exploit. 
The presentation of (intermediate) results in a graphical display in an appropriate form 
provide the experimenter with a valuable aid for, e.g. deciding on the structure of the 
model. 
A number of such program packages have been reported on. Examples are: 
IDPAC, developed at Lund University (see .Astrom, 1981); SATER, developed at the 
Eindhoven University of Technology (see van den Boom, 1982; van den Boom and 
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Bollen, 1984); and CAPTAIN (see Young and Jakeman, 1979). See also the survey of 
program packages for computer-aided design of control systems (IEEE, 1982). 

For industrial applications of identification techniques robust and well-tested software 
is needed. This implies that the software is bound to be numerically reliable in the 
sense that, if no warnings are issued, the result satisfies strict reliability criteria. Accu
racy, speed, flexibility and memory requirements have to be balanced. New algorithmic 
developments present themselves, e.g. the Singular Value Decomposition, numerical 
lattice procedures for LS identification (see Graupe, 1984), etc. Computational effi
ciency and numerical stability can be enhanced by such judicious choices. 

Another type of development is the software-adaptation to microprocessors/computers 
with limited word length for implementing dedicated identification systems. Again 
robustness and computational efficiency are of paramount importance, in spite of the 
complexity of multi-variable identification tasks that have to be tackled; see e.g. El
Sherief and Maud (1982). 

7 Identification Applications 

With respect to the types of aplications we wish to refer again to the categories men
tioned in Section 1: 

diagnostics 
monitoring, fault/failure detection 
prediction: economy, weather, floods 
control 
- system design 
- adaptive/self-tuning (Astrom et al., 1977) 

Some examples of applications are given in: Richalet (1981 ). 
The nature and size of this paper does not permit an extensive elaboration on the 
multitude of (types of) applications. Yet it may be functional to mention a small 
selection: 

• aerospace engineering 

- aircraft control (Hartmann and Krebs, 1980) 

• biomedical engineering 

- overview (Eykhoft' 1985) 

- respiratory and cardiovascular systems (Linkens, 1985) 

- neuromuscular systems (Bekey, 1985) 

- sensory and neuronal systems (O'Leary, 1985) 

- metabolic and endocrine systems (Cobelli 1985) 

• chemical - and physical process engineering 
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- heat exchanger (Bauer and Unbehauen, 1978) 

- steam superheater (de la Puente and Albertos, 1979) 

• communication engineering 

- automatic channel equalization (Goodwin et al., 1980) 

- adaptive techniques in signal processing (Claasen and Mecklenbrauker, 1983) 

• environmental control 

- stream flow and water quality (Whitehead et al., 1979) 

• power engineering 

- turbogenerator (Sharaf and Hogg, 1981) 

- load forecasting (Mahalanabis et al., 1980; El-Sherief and Maud, 1982) 

- solar plant identification (Fortuna et al., 1980) 

• speech processing (Morf et al., 1977) 

• sysmic exploration 

- signal detection and parameter estimation (Ursin, 1979) 

• transportation engineering 

- ship control (van Amerongen, 1981: Astrom, 1980) 

This list can easily be extended with additional topics (e.g. human operator predictor; 
population control; economics) and with many more references. The size of the paper 
does not permit •.. 

8 Conclusions 

During the past decades system identification and process parameter estimation has 
developed rapidly due to: 

• requirements in a wide variety of applications (better automatic control in indus
try and other engineering fields; biomedical studies; economics; et al.); 

• the development of computer software and the availability of better and cheaper 
computer hardware; 

• increased understanding and the development of theory. 
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Of course these aspects have an interaction in terms of "push" and "pti]", as 
indicated in Fig. 14. 

--+ llU8ll ,,_ reaearcll 

+-- pull lro111 aooUcatloft• 

Fig. 14. Interaction of identification aspects 

Applications require an extensive protocol, as indicated in Fig. 3. In these notes the 
most essential elements of this protocol have been explained, with ample reference to 
the extensive literature. 
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